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Abstract      

The season of extremely low interest rates has lasted several years, and this can be one reason that housing 

investing is very popular nowadays. Combining of the surveys made by Finnish Landlord Association 

(2017) and Danske Bank (2017) show that the young generation (18-29 years old) owns the biggest part of 

the private housing investments in Finland and apartments are usually highly leveraged. According to 

surveys, the majority of investors enjoys capitalization rate from 3% to 7 %, but 23% of investors does not 

know or does not ever calculated the profitability of their investment. At the same time, 53% of investors 

does not hedge against the rise of interest rates. High leverage ratio, investments done only during the low 

interest rates, no hedge and ignorance of the profitability of own investment is dangerous combination. 

 

This paper focus on the effects to investor’s housing income when the interest rates are rising in the future 

for a reason or another. The logical approach to this question is to examine capitalization rates (CAP rate) of 

leveraged housing investor. CAP rate is a simple formula to measure the profitability of real estates or 

housing units. The original layout, net operating income divided by market value, does not usually consider 

the possible leverage. However, housing investing is generally highly leveraged, so we do several 

assumptions to capture the realistic behaviour of leveraged investors and then modify the formula to 

respond the assumptions. 

 

The results of our study are in line with the tightened loan cap regulations set by Financial Supervisory 

Authority of Finland in July 2016. 100% leverage ratio is not recommendable, but the negative effects of 

rising interest rates decline sharply when the leverage ratio declines. 

 

Our study provides practical approach to consequences of a possible interest rate rise to Finnish housing 

investing from the private housing investor’s point of view. The paper works also as a guideline to new 

private investors to illustrate the interest rate risks better. The provided CAP rate formula of leveraged 

housing investing helps new investors to figure out the realistic profit of their investments. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The Finnish Landlord Association made a survey during October and November in 

2017 in which they interviewed over 3600 private landlords. According to results of 

the survey, the typical Finnish private landlord is a normal wage earner, which have 

one or two apartments for rent. 33% of the interviewed landlords owns three to ten 

apartments and slightly over three percent of them owns more than ten apartments, 

so 63% owns one or two. In this paper we are also interested in their leverages, 

which was also a part of the survey. 33% of the landlords have no leverage at all, but 

at the same time 35% of them have a leverage ratio over 70% and 14% of them have 

over 90% leverage ratio. Eight percent of apartments were fully leveraged. At the 

same time 53% of all investors have no hedge at all against the rise of the interest 

rates. (Finnish Landlord Association, 2017) 

According to another survey made by Danske Bank (2017), at the end of 2017 up to 

69% of young people, which means 18 - 29 years old, and 45% of all citizens has 

considered to buy an apartment and became a landlord in the future. 39% of the 

young and 25% of all people who live in their own apartment reports to own also an 

apartment as an investment and every eighth citizen of Finland is a landlord.  

(Danske Bank, 2017) 

Combining of these two surveys show that the young generation owns the biggest 

part of the housing investments in Finland, apartments are highly leveraged and the 

biggest part of their investor’s career the interest rates have been very low or even 

negative. For them the extremely low interest rate can even feel as a normal 

situation. Based on this, the ongoing housing investment boom among young people 

seems logical, because when the interest rates are low and has been very low several 

years when the investor decides to enter to market, it is rational and feels safe to 

invest with high leverage ratio.  

This paper focus on the effects to investor’s housing income when the interest rates 

are rising in the future for a reason or another. The secondary idea is to figure out, is 

it profitable to invest to leveraged housing units now or is it too risky. The logical 

approach to this question is to examine capitalization rates (CAP rate) of leveraged 
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housing investor. CAP rate is a simple formula to measure the profitability of real 

estates or housing units. The original layout, net operating income divided by market 

value, does not usually consider the possible leverage. However, housing investing is 

generally highly leveraged, so we need to do some assumptions to capture the 

realistic behaviour of leveraged investors and then modify the formula to respond the 

assumptions. Empirical evidence from US housing market (Tian, 2017) show that the 

CAP rates are nearly constant in housing units which are under a certain value, but is 

it going to be constant when the interest rates are changing and is the theory of 

constant CAP rates valid in Finnish housing market. According to the Official 

Statistics of Finland, the rents are more stable than house prices and if the CAP rate 

really is constant, then the market value is the only changing variable. 

We simulate Finnish housing investing market through two sample apartments and 

five hypothetical investor profiles, which all are based on the results of these two 

surveys. The main result is, that when the investor is highly leveraged, 100% 

leverage ratio, the interest rate risk is significant. For example, in our sample 

apartment of Helsinki region, when the Euribor rate rises from zero to two percent 

units, the maturity of our sample rises from 25 years to 36.4 and CAP rate drops 

from 3.54% to 1.54%. The effect weakens rapidly when the leverage ratio declines. 

In the case of 70% leverage ratio, the same sized rise of interest rate lengthens 

maturity from 16.8 years to 20.9 and CAP rate drops from 3.8% to 2.45%. The two 

percent Euribor rate is not impossible, the average of last 20 years is 2.37%. Better 

gross CAP rate, which is basically the CAP rate of non-leveraged investor or the 

original CAP rate, gives also a good hedge against interest rate risk. Due to features 

of fixed instalment loan combined to housing investing, the effects of interest rate 

fluctuations increase rapidly with the leverage ratio. 

This paper provides practical approach to consequences of a possible interest rate 

rise to Finnish housing investing from the private housing investor’s point of view. 

The paper works also as a guideline to private investors to illustrate the interest rate 

risks better. The provided CAP rate formula of leveraged housing investing helps 

investor to figure out the realistic profit of an investment. It is also easy to compare 

the situations of own housing investments to the scenarios shown in tables in Chapter 

5.  
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This kind of studies have not been done before in Finland. Previous studies under 

this topic seems to be written from opposite point of view. They study the housing 

investing as a phenomenon, investors behaviour or for example relationships 

between borrowings and housing prices. There have not been lots of studies, which 

are written from the private housing investor’s point of view or for them. 

The results of this study support the tightened loan cap regulations set by Financial 

Supervisory Authority of Finland in July 2016. The amount of housing loan may be 

maximum of 90% of the current value of borrower’s real estate or apartment, which 

means that the buyer must have at least 10% in own money or other collateral. 

However, this loan cap still makes the 100% leverage ratio possible if the buyer just 

has enough collateral, but it is not so easy as before July 2016, because personal 

guarantees are not anymore acceptable as a collateral. (Financial Supervisory 

Authority, 2018) 

In Chapter 2 of this paper, we present the previous literature written about the 

complex relationships between interest rates, house prices and borrowings. There is 

also a short overview of political and fiscal factors of house prices movements. 

Official Statistics of Finland are provided as a support to previous research and to 

clarify the historical development and the current situation of Finnish housing 

market. The capitalization rate, its behaviour and relationships to housing investing is 

explained in Chapter 3. This section includes also the formulas and assumptions 

which are needed to modify to CAP rate formula to simulate leveraged housing 

investing. In Chapter 4 we present our model to simulate Finnish housing market 

with two sample apartments owned by five different hypothetical investor profiles. 

This chapter includes also detailed argumentation of these choices and presents the 

results of surveys made by Danske Bank and Finnish Landlord Association, which 

were the foundation and inspiration of this paper. Chapter 5 presents the results in 

tables and Chapter 6 concludes the results briefly and provides the possible solution 

to avoid interest rate risk. 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW AND PREVIOUS RESEARCH 

The prices of housing units, which are considered as an asset should equal the 

discounted future cash flows, which means rents, in the long run. The discount rate 

used in the calculation of an asset price is usually a risk-free rate and a compensation 

for perceived risk which is a risk premium. The sum of risk-free rate and risk 

premium defines the rate of return which investor expects to get and based on this 

sum, he or she decides to buy or not to buy an asset. A lower discount rate causes 

that the future cash flows will be discounted less, and the fundamental value of an 

asset rises. (Gelain & Lansing, 2014). This is the standard asset pricing model to 

every asset which produces cash flows. However, the real estates and apartments 

have still some special characteristics, which are unique compared to other asset 

classes.  

Firstly, real estate or housing unit is not an asset to all people and in every case. It is 

also a durable consumption good, for example, a home for the family, but it can be 

also an asset and be priced like an asset. For housing investor, it is just an asset but 

for the family which wants just to buy home, it can be only one expense of many 

others. On the other words, buying or selling real estate or a housing unit can be 

more sentimental and does not be always based on rational thinking compared to for 

example buying or selling stocks. (Goodhart & Hofmann, 2007; Clayton, Ling & 

Naranjo, 2009) 

Secondly, compared to stocks, real estates and housing units have very low liquidity 

and very big unit size. They are heterogeneous, every real estate has unique location 

and search costs to match buyers and sellers are significant. According to Clayton et 

al. (2009) these special characteristics combined with the inability to short sell 

private real estates causes the issue, that sophisticated investors do not want to enter 

to market and eliminate the possible mispricing, especially if they think that the 

market is overpriced. Instead of being similar to stocks, housing investing has more 

common characteristics with bonds (Nissim, 2013).  

Thirdly, housing prices, in contrast to other asset classes, does not change 

immediately after some significant economic news. On the other words, the volatility 
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of the housing prices is low compared to several other capital assets. Also, it has 

been proved that homeowners do not usually want to sell their apartments under a 

certain price even during a recession, which causes that housing prices usually 

decrease only due to the inflation rather than nominal price reductions. (Adams & 

Füss, 2010). According to results of Jud and Winkler (1995), the real estate markets 

are inefficient and not completely integrated with the capital market. 

2.1 A bubble? 

Is there a bubble in housing investing? The numbers considering current and 

potential investors shown in introduction could indicate housing investing boom or 

even a bubble among some investor and apartment types, but when looking at the 

housing market as a whole, there seems not to have a price bubble. Figure 1 show 

price development of dwellings in housing companies from the year 1988 to 2017. 

The real price index is derived by dividing the point figure of the nominal price index 

with the point figure of the Consumer Price Index of the corresponding time period 

and base year. During the recession of the early nineties, house prices were actually 

lower in Helsinki region than in the rest of Finland. Few years before and after the IT 

bubble the prices were almost equal in the whole country, but in 2004 the Helsinki 

region starts to differ from the rest of the country until the financial crisis in 2008 

drives the prices to the same level in the whole country again.  The era of 

extraordinarily low interest rates started after the last financial crisis 2008 (Figure 4), 

and during this season the prices have stayed quite stable, but the Helsinki region has 

started to separate more and more compared to rest of country.  This trend seems to 

be ongoing.  
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Figure 1 Price development of dwelling in housing companies 1988-2017 (Findicator 2017) 

 

According to Lind (2008) price bubbles are defined when the prices firstly rise 

rapidly and then fall as rapidly back to average or original level. Instead of that, the 

graphs are showing very stable development in housing prices in the last nine years. 

This phenomenon concerns the Finnish housing market as a whole, it does not take 

into account different dwelling types or locations.  
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Figure 2 The price index for apartments suitable for investors (Official Statistics of Finland, 

2018b) 

We want to be more exact and we pick up the most suitable apartments for investors 

(or the most common apartments to buy only to invest) from the price index data and 

compared it to apartments, which have similar relatively characteristics but at the 

same time are not so popular among investors. The chosen data includes only single-

room, two-rooms and three-rooms apartments which are in the apartment buildings. 

The popularity or suitableness means, that the one-room flats are usually the most 

suitable and produces the highest CAP rate, two-room apartments are clearly weaker, 

and three-rooms are not so popular among investors for several reasons. Figure 2 

show that the prices of one-room apartments had gone in their own levels in Helsinki 

region and two-rooms and three-rooms are quite close to each other. In the rest of 

Finland, the average prices are quite close to each other. The data of the rest of 

Finland could be slightly biased because it includes also all peripheric areas, so the 

situation of the rest of Finland is not perfectly realistic, but still informative. Of 

course, the majority of apartment buildings are located in cities, so the bias is not 

significant. 
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The long-lasting rise of housing prices is not automatically a bubble, boom or some 

other extraordinary market behavior. Oikarinen and Schindler (2015) study Finnish 

housing market data for the period 1987-2010 and they point out in their paper that 

this kind of phenomenon is, as the matter of fact, the normal behavior of housing 

prices. According to their study, the momentum effect in housing prices is more 

long-lasting compared to stock market. It lasts usually even few years and the effect 

is also bigger than mean-reversion effect. They also notice that this phenomenon 

does not be equal in the whole country and across dwelling types, but there can be 

significant differences between regional housing markets and between the flats and 

single-family housings. It is also notable, that according their study the phenomenon 

covers the whole market, only the size or magnitude of it varies. 

Figure 3 show the development of rents measured in euros per square meter per 

month from the year 1988 to 2016. The data collection from Helsinki region starts 

from the year 1990 and the subtraction Whole country minus Helsinki region starts 

from the year 1994.  It seems that the rents have developed more stable way than 

house prices, because clear peaks and drops in prices before and during financial 

crises and recessions are not visible in rents, at least not in the same magnitude. 

During the era of these extraordinarily low interest rates, the rents are as the matter 

of fact increased when the prices have been quite stable.  This is an interesting notice 

because Bourassa, Hoesli and Oikarinen (2016) analyse and test several methods to 

measure housing price bubbles and they point out that best method to identify bubble 

is the simple price-rent ratio approach and the method also works as an early warning 

signal for an investor. This is logical because the price-to-rent -ratio is similar to 

price-to-earnings -ratio (P/E) in the stock market. 
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Figure 3 Development of rents 1988-2016 (Stat.fi) 

Gelain and Lansing (2014) offer one explanation to boom-bust cycles in housing 

prices. They investigate the relationship between the return expectations and 

historical house prices in the United States market. The conclusion is, that investors 

are ready to accept a relatively lower risk premium when the price-rent ratio is high. 

Normally, the high price-rent ratio predicts lower returns in the future, but investors 

in real life fail to take into account or refuse to believe the data. Instead, they forecast 

that the rise of the price-rent ratio continues in the future, which makes low current 

risk premia more acceptable. On the other words, investors just extrapolate the 

previous price behaviour to future. This means, that most of the investors expect the 

highest future returns near the market peaks just before the bubble is going to burst. 

According to Gelain and Lansing (2014), this phenomenon is proved to exist in both 

real estate and stock markets, at least in the United States.  

Jurgilas and Lansing (2012) investigate this phenomenon in Norway because in the 

year 2012 the trends of Norwegian housing market raised a concern about its stability 
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and even The Central Bank of Norway identified that the household sector has a high 

level of risk or vulnerability to shocks. They show that in 2008 10% of Norwegian 

households believed that the housing prices are going to keep rising in next year. In 

2011 the number was 70%, despite of the fact that in 2008 the price-rent ratio was 

low and 2011 it was extraordinary high compared to for example U.S. market. 

According to them, this behaviour is just opposite to theory of the relationship of 

high price-rent ratio and expected returns, but this is how some of the investors are 

behaving and this is the way how the bubbles are arising. 

2.2 Interest rates used in mortgages 

We use in this paper the Euribor rates as a nominal interest rate of leveraged housing 

investor. The Euribor rates are considered to be the most important reference rates in 

the European money market and it is the most common interest rate of mortgages. 

Figure 4 show the behaviour of interest rates in Finland. The Helibor rate was in 

operation until the end of 1998 and it was replaced by Euribor.  

 

Figure 4 Helibor and Euribor rates from 1990 to 2017 (Bank of Finland, Statistics. 2018) 

This season of extraordinary low interest rates started from 2012 and seems to be 

ongoing. The interest rates have been quite stable from 1995 to 2008. After 2008 

crisis the interest rates have stayed under 2%. The long-run trendline of interest rates 
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has been declining last 27 years and this trend seems to be ongoing also. There are 

huge drops during financial crises in year 1992 and 2008 and it is interesting to 

notice that housing prices has declined also at the same time as sharply as interest 

rates (Figure 1). The long-term average of interest rates from 1990 to 2017 is slightly 

above 4% and the average of last 20 years is 2.37%. 

2.3 Housing investing and borrowings 

There are several studies of the effects of borrowing to housing prices and vice versa 

(Goodhart & Hofmann, 2007; Oikarinen, 2009a; Chervachidze & Wheaton, 2013) 

Their results support the theory that there is a significant two-way causality between 

housing prices and bank lending. This two-way causality or two-way interaction 

means that the availability of credit affects to housing prices, the increased housing 

prices affects to the availability of credit, which basically means that better 

availability of credit increases the demand of housing and the increased demand 

causes higher housing prices. Also, the better availability of credit may decrease the 

interest rate of the loans which naturally causes higher housing prices. In leveraged 

housing investing, the rising interest rate decreases the profit of an investment, so it 

is a part of the discount rate. If the discount rate goes lower, the discounted future 

cash flow of an asset increases and the price of an asset increases. Then increased 

housing prices causes several wealth effects which loosen the borrowing constraints, 

which causes the even better availability of credit for its part (Oikarinen, 2009a.). 

This two-way interaction is important to understand in many levels of society, 

including banks, construction companies and all levels of decision-making because 

according to Goodhart and Hofmann (2007) and Oikarinen (2009b), this 

phenomenon causes boom-bust cycles in the economy for its part. Understanding and 

measurability of this interaction help also to predict housing price movements. 

Nissim (2013) states in their paper that the movement of housing prices caused by 

the movement of interest rates does not depend on that, is the housing unit 

considered as an investment or just a home. Most of the housing purchases for a 

home are financed by mortgage and the amount that the creditor is willing to lend is 

usually a function of the income of the borrower and current interest rates. When the 

interest rates are high, the borrowing constraints are tighter due to this function, 
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which will cause a decline in demand for housing and prices starts to decline. 

According to Nissim, this function is actually the very important determinant of 

housing demand. From the investor’s point of view, high interest rates make the 

returns of the housing lower and other alternative investments like bonds more 

desirable, which again reduces the demand for housing. 

Chervachidze and Wheaton (2013) analyse the quarterly dataset of commercial real 

estates from the year 1980 to 2009 of over 30 US metropolitan areas and one variable 

of their research was the ratio of total debt to the gross domestic product. Their 

results show that there seems to be a strong empirical relationship between real estate 

prices and growth of debt in the economy, even if the debt against commercial real 

estates was within their dataset only six percent of total public and private debt. They 

point out that the changes in real estate prices do not really affect debt structure of 

the economy, but the debt structure and the availability of debt affects to changes in 

real estate prices. According to their conclusions, the relationship between the 

availability of debt and real estate prices is complex, but it clearly exists. 

Figure 5 show the growth of housing debts and investing debts in Finland from 2002 

to 2016. The data includes all age groups. According to Official Statistics of Finland 

(2018d), the definition of an investing loan used in these statistics is “loans taken up 

for the purpose of acquiring income or charged on a source of income”, so it is 

obvious that all of these loans are not taken up to housing investing. It is still 

arguably to assume that the majority of these loans are taken for the housing 

investing according to results of surveys shown in chapter 4. The regional differences 

and the trends are clearly visible. The growth of housing debt has been slightly 

greater in Helsinki region than in the whole country, but the growth of debt used in 

investing has been massively greater in Helsinki region than in the whole country. It 

is notable, that this graph tell only the growth percentage, not the amounts of debts 

measured in euros. The amount of housing loans (mortgages) are still enormously 

greater than the amount of pure investing loans and actually, the ratio between 

mortgages and investing loans is greater in the rest of Finland than in Helsinki 

region. The mortgages of the rest of Finland are over 65 billion euros and investing 

loans are almost 3.2 billion euros. In Helsinki region, these numbers are over 22 

billion and 950 million. According to these numbers, Helsinki region represent 26% 
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of Finnish mortgages and 23% of investing debts. (Official Statistics of Finland, 

2018d) 

 

Figure 5 Housing debts vs. investing debts (Official Statistics of Finlad, 2018d) 

Increased housing prices, low interest rates and increasing leverage ratio create 

favourable conditions to debt-deflation, which is a significant risk to the highly 

leveraged investor. When the interest rates are increasing again for a reason or 

another, the discount rate also increases and the present value of discounted cash 

flow of an investment decreases and the market value of an asset decreases. When 

investor’s asset is at the same time borrower’s collateral, the decline in asset’s value 

decreases also a value of the collateral. In the worst-case scenario borrower’s net 

worth is going to be negative and the borrower ends up to a margin call (Bernanke & 

Gertler, 1989). According to Lamont and Stein (1999) this situation, a fall in asset 

prices can even reduce a demand of assets because the possibility of potential 

investors to get loan against assets is reduced when the ability to borrow against the 

assets is tied to asset value. 
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It is obvious, that loose borrowing constraints naturally causes increasing leverage 

ratio. Lamont and Stein (1999) prove in their paper that the price movements of 

housing are faster if the leverage ratio is higher. In other words, increased borrowing 

caused by loose borrowing constraints can make housing price more sensitive to all 

kind of shocks. They divide U.S. cities into high-leveraged and low-leveraged and 

study how the positive shock of one percentage unit in per-capita income affects to 

housing prices. The result is statistically and economically significant. The 

logaritmic prices of the high-leverage city increase 0.64% in the first year after the 

shock, but logaritmic prices of the low-leverage city increase only 0.19%. According 

to their results, it takes even ten years that the low-leverage city catches up the high-

leverage city prices after the shock. 

Demary (2010) study the linkages between house price level, output, inflation and 

interest rates. Their dataset consists of time series data from 1970 to 2005 from 10 

OECD countries. The results are that interest rates really affects the house prices and 

can explain 12% - 24% of the price variation.  In most countries, the main driver of 

the house prices is the output, but the fluctuation in house prices also affects the 

output. They conclude their study that housing prices have a greater effect to these 

macroeconomic variables than macroeconomic variables to the housing prices, which 

is quite opposite notice than Chervachidze and Wheaton (2013) point out in their 

paper. To make this market behaviour more complex, Demary (2010) also points out 

that a shock in housing demand raises prices and output, but also interest rates. Their 

forecast error variance decompositions indicate, that the shock in housing demand 

was a key factor of behaviour of interest rates. According to them, this applies in 

eight of ten countries. For example, in Finland, it explained 13,6 % of the variation in 

interest rates. These results are in line with Wong, Hui and Seabrooke (2003). They 

conclude in their paper, that the interest rates affect to house prices, but interest rate 

alone is not a very useful tool in predicting house prices.   

Nissim (2013) presents one explanation and point of view the relationship between 

interest rates and housing prices in their paper. According to them, housing 

investments have some financial characteristics which are very similar to bonds. 

Bonds are paying periodical coupon payments and final principal at maturity. In 

housing investing the periodical payment is rent yield and exiting the investment and 
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selling the housing unit can be considered as final principal at maturity. From this 

point of view, housing investment can be an alternative to bonds and the strong 

negative relation between the interest rates and housing prices can be explained with 

this for its part. They point out that when the interest rate rises, investors start to sell 

their housing investments and put the money to bonds. That increases supply for its 

part in the housing market and housing prices start to decline. 

2.3.1 Optimal leverage ratio 

It is arguably to use leverage if it raises the present value of an investment. The 

optimal level of leverage is the level at which the marginal benefit of borrowing 

equals to the marginal cost of borrowing. That is also the level where the value of the 

investment is maximized. However, the optimal level is not unambiguous because it 

depends on risk-free rate, interest rates, the possible tax-deductibleness of interest 

rate payments and CAP rate of an investment. Because all assets are risky, the 

interest rates of borrowings against assets are usually greater than the risk-free rate 

and the interest rates increase with the leverage ratio. Every investor meets also 

different terms of loans, so empirical work is needed to calculate optimal level of 

individual investment, but it is possible. (McDonald, 2012) 

2.4 Examples of other factors of housing prices 

One difference between stocks and bonds and housing investing is that housing is 

one of the basic needs and rights of human and housing concerns to all citizens for a 

one way or another.  Because of the broad scale of different needs and opinions of all 

people, there is of course a lot of factors which can affect the housing prices and 

therefore, the profits of the group of people which uses housing units as an 

investment.  

Like Nissim (2013) argues, the changes in incomes of citizens can affect housing 

prices. Damen, Vastmans and Buyst (2016) prove in their paper that beside the 

income of the borrower, tax rules and mortgage characteristics affects to house prices 

and ability to pay the amortizations is a house price fundamental in the long run. 

They investigate the relationship between borrower’s ability to pay and house prices 
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through three different cases. First one is the standard fixed instalment loan adjusted 

for mortgage interest deduction and the result is, that the increase in ability to pay is 

even bigger than the net present value of future tax benefits caused by mortgage 

interest deduction. The second and third case are two different mortgage products, 

which are interest-only mortgages with and without repayment vehicle. The result is, 

that the ability to pay increases a lot compared to a standard fixed instalment loan.  

These results have a significant effect on house prices because they proved that the 

elasticity of house prices with respect to changes in ability to pay is close to one in 

most of the countries.  Based on their findings, they also argue that this is a one-way 

phenomenon. The statement, that high house prices causes mortgage innovations and 

tax reliefs is incorrect because the innovations and tax reliefs can cause significant 

increase in house prices but not the opposite.  

It is still notable, that the effects of mortgage innovations and mortgage interest 

deduction are the two-way phenomenon. If existing tax reliefs were abolished and 

mortgage constraints tighten, the house price declines sharply and interest-only 

borrowers can end up in negative equity trap, where the value of the mortgaged 

apartment is below the level of debt. (Matsaganis & Flevotomou, 2007). Interest-

only mortgages have been used in Sweden until 2016 and there have been 

speculations, that the mortgage type has caused the extraordinary rise in the housing 

prices in Sweden. Nowadays there is voluntary amortization demand which is 2% of 

the amount of remaining loan per year. (Asal, 2018). In Finland, the mortgage 

interest payments are only partly tax deductible and the deductible part declines in 

every year. In the year 2018 the deductible part was 35% of interest rate payments 

and it declines ten percentage units per year. Instead, the interest rate payments of 

investing loan are still fully deductible in taxation. (Finnish Tax Administration. 

2018b) 

Another example of effects of political decision-making on house prices is housing 

benefits. Manning and Gibbons (2006) investigate the effect of housing benefit 

reform to rents and to behavior of tenants in their paper. The United Kingdom 

reduced the maximum subsidy payable in the middle of 1990s and the effect to rents 

was significant. According to the results of their paper, the rents paid fell by 6-11% 

and there is no evidence that the housing consumption was changed. They estimate, 
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that between 60-66% of this reduction was paid by landlords. This result does not 

consider the house prices, but it is obvious that this kind of decline in cash flows has 

an effect on market value also.  
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3 CAPITALIZATION RATE  

3.1 The formula 

Capitalization rate formula (Wincott, 2016) is  

𝐶𝐴𝑃 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =  
𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙  𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒

𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
 (1)    (1) 

There are several methods and ways to determine Net Operating Income (Francis, 

1998) but in this paper, we use the methods which are suitable for leveraged housing 

investing. In housing investing the annual net operating income consists of rent 

minus the maintenance fee charged by the housing company. We need also consider 

that the rent (income) is usually paid in every month and value is the current market 

value of an investment.  

𝐶𝐴𝑃 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =  
(𝑅𝑒𝑛𝑡− 𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒) ∗ 12

𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
  (2) 

The original CAP rate formula does not take into account possible leverage ratio of 

investor and in this paper, we mainly focus leveraged housing investing. We try to 

figure out, how the rise in interest rates is going to affect the CAP rate and the real 

profit of leveraged investor. Our model is supposed to simulate market situations 

from average individual housing investors the point of view and for that, we need to 

do several assumptions: 

1) The housing market is considered fully effective or at least effective enough, 

which means that average rent is equal to expenses paid by the leveraged 

investor.  

 

𝑅𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑛 𝐴𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑠 + 𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒   (3) 

2) Renovation fees charged by housing company does not consider. Firstly, these 

fees have a significant impact on CAP rate and the real profit of housing 

investment, but they are highly dependent on the housing company and we are 
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focusing investing on average. The renovation fees of a whole market are 

assumed to stay stable in every year even though there is, of course, a huge 

difference between single housing companies. So the effect of renovation fees 

is assumed to affect the average CAP rate of the whole market same way in 

every year. Secondly, when we look at individual apartments as an investment, 

the effectiveness of market causes that the assumed future renovation fees are 

in prices already. 

3) The real profit of leveraged housing investment is loan amortization. Even if 

the investor has a bullet loan or a moratorium deal with the creditor, the market 

efficiency forces the real profit to this size. 

4) The investor has fixed instalment loan as a hedge to keep the rent as stable as 

possible, so the rise of interest rates declines the monthly amortization, 

increases the monthly interest rate payments and lengthens the maturity of the 

loan. 

5) Maintenance fee stays stable when the interest rate or market value of the 

housing unit changes because market value changed by interest rate fluctuation 

does not affect to amount of the maintenance charge. Market value changed for 

some other reason, for example when some constructional mistakes come into 

daylight, affects only to market value and maintenance charge of an individual 

housing company, not to the whole market.   

After assumptions, the CAP rate formula to leveraged investor looks like this. 

𝐶𝐴𝑃 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =  
(𝑅𝑒𝑛𝑡− 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑠 − 𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒)∗ 12

𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
  (4) 

Which can be reduced to 

𝐶𝐴𝑃 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =  
𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑛 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛∗ 12

𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
 (5) 

These assumptions are based on the surveys made by Finnish Landlord Association 

(2017) and Danske Bank (2017). The majority of the investors are leveraged, so the 

rents set by them dominate the housing market. Investors who do not have leverage 

at all enjoys a higher CAP rate, which is basically the loan amortization plus the 
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interest rates paid by the leveraged investor. The CAP rate of non-leveraged investor 

is equal to basic formula of the CAP rate of housing investing (Equation 2) or the 

gross CAP rate (Equation 7).   

𝐶𝐴𝑃 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =  
(𝑅𝑒𝑛𝑡−𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒)∗ 12

𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
 (2) 

3.2 CAP rate behaviour 

Chervachidze and Wheaton (2013) introduce in their paper an interesting graph from 

US commercial real estate market. It does not include data of fluctuations of market 

values of real estates but there are relations of rents, interest rates and CAP rates 

from the year 1980 to 2009 and the data includes over 30 U.S. metropolitan areas. In 

Figure 6, the Real T-Bond is 10 years Treasury rate corrected for inflation and the 

Real Rent Ratio is deflated, a constant dollar rent index. There seems to be a clear 

positive correlation between the behaviour of interest rates and CAP rates in this 

period of three decades. Of course, there is huge variation between years, but the 

trend of interest rates and CAP rates seems to be similar. 

Another remarkable notice is the negative correlation between Real Rent Ratio and 

CAP rate. When rents are low compared to their historical average, the CAP rates are 

high and vice versa. From the year 1992 the Real Rent Ratio decreased from above 

one to 0,8 and at the same time CAP rates raised from 6 to almost ten percent. Then, 

at the year 1999, rents started to rise again, and CAP rates declined from eight 

percent to six percent. This movement is very clearly visible during last financial 

crisis around 2008. In 2008 Real T-Bond and CAP rates collapsed, Real T-Bond 

went negative and CAP rate to four percent, but the rents raised up 20% from the 

year 2007. After that in the year 2009 the situation started to recover, rents went 

down as sharply as they raised, T-Bonds and CAP rates went up as sharply as they 

went down. 
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Figure 6 NYC Office CAP rate (Chervachidze, S. & Wheaton, W., 2013) 

According to Tian (2017), the cross-sectional CAP rate is nearly constant among 

houses which are under a certain value. They investigate housing market in 

Washington DC and they notice that the CAP rate is very close to constant in houses 

which values are under 600 000 USD. The CAP rate of houses which are more 

expensive than 600 000 USD starts to decline. They conclude that the empirical 

evidence show that the CAP rate is usually nearly constant in small and medium 

apartments, which are typically the most interesting units from the housing investors’ 

point of view. 

3.2.1 Inframarginal landlords and CAP rate 

A sophisticated housing investor usually demands some specific CAP rate and 

because the rental market is a competitive market, the CAP rate settles in equilibrium 

of a supply and demand regionally. However, this equilibrium is not only set by 

sophisticated investors. Tian (2017) present in their paper a term called 

“inframarginal landlord”. This means a landlord which is not basically considered as 

a sophisticated investor and probably does not even consider housing unit as an 

investment.  Inframarginal landlord operates in housing market just like “normal” 

landlord but he or she is ready to accept lower CAP rate for a reason or another. For 

example, the temporary moving to other location can cause the situation that owner 
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becomes an inframarginal landlord because he or she wants to maintain the 

ownership of housing unit instead of selling it. Also, the situations when housing 

units are going to be torn down soon or are awaiting conversion to condominium 

status can generate inframarginal landlords. On the other words, the inframarginal 

landlord is usually trying to lower down his or her own expenses, which he or she 

must pay in every case. 

3.3 Valuations with CAP rate 

It is obvious that when we have the formula in which one variable is market value, it 

is easy to use it to valuation also. There are several studies (Clayton, J. et al.  2009; 

Young, 1980; Jud & Winkler, 1995) of the valuation of real estates or housing units 

using CAP rates. They all try to make the real estate valuations more precise with 

expansions of the basic formula (equation 6). There are added inflation rate, rental 

step-ups, occupancy rates, tax deductions, leverage ratio etc., but the basic formula 

holds, so the problem of the potential investor is to obtain a reasonable estimate to 

CAP rate.  

𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 =  
𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒

𝐶𝐴𝑃 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
 (6) 

The defining of realistic CAP rate to use in valuation is not unambiguous task. For 

example, McDonald (2010) combines the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) and 

Tobin’s Q theory of real investment to produce a model of realistic CAP rate used for 

valuation but Sabal (2015) argue in their study that CAPM is not suitable for real 

estate valuations at all. We know, that the CAPM demands three parameters. First is 

the risk-free rate, the second is beta and the third is the market risk premium. The 

risk-free rate and market risk premium is same for all assets, but the beta is specific 

to each asset and each type of asset. The problem is the beta. Due to special 

characteristics of real estates or housing units as an asset, the beta estimates are 

difficult to compose. Stocks are traded in the liquid and transparent market, which 

allows collecting reliable time series data, which makes the estimation of beta 

possible. Instead, real estates are heterogeneity, they have very high transaction costs 

and low liquidity, so the same kind of time series data does not exist, and it is not 
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possible to estimate the betas, so the CAPM does not really work. According to 

Breidenbach, Mueller and Schulte (2006), there are several attempts to use the 

returns of listed Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) to compute betas for private 

investments, but the problem is that publicly traded REITs are not usually 

comparable to private market investments and the reliable beta is still missing. 
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4 METHODS 

We simulate how interest rate changes affect to loan amortization (CAP rate) and to 

housing prices through several different hypothetical investor cases. The profiles are 

based on the results of surveys made by Danske Bank (2017) and the Finnish 

Landlord Association (2017). These are not academic surveys, but they are the best 

current data available in Finland. Even if the results and percentage distributions of 

these surveys are not perfectly exact, at least they are exact enough and the 

phenomenon and its scale among investors is clearly recognizable. Figure 7 show the 

percentage distribution of Finnish investors with different leverage ratios. 34% of 

investors has no leverage at all, but at the same time 35% has leverage ratio over 

70% and about every twelfth investor is fully leveraged with their apartments. 100% 

leverage ratio usually means also that they are just started their investor’s career. 

 

Figure 7 Leverage ratio of Finnish housing investors (Finnish Landlord association, 2017) 

Figure 8 show the percentage distributions of different options to hedge against 

interest rates among Finnish housing investors. Over half of investors does not have 

a hedge at all against interest rate fluctuations. Own buffer, which basically means 

savings in cash, is the most popular hedge among those investors, who has some 

hedge. Of course, the survey does not tell the scale of savings mentioned as a hedge 

and the numbers are reported by the investors itself, so inadequate buffer is still a 
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buffer if the investor thinks so. Interest rate derivatives or fixed interest rate seems 

not to be very popular among leveraged investors. The results of this survey do not 

clarify that are the non-leveraged investors included in this 53%, but we assume that 

the survey is constructed the way that non-leveraged investors did not have to answer 

questions considered about hedging against interest rate fluctuations. 

 

Figure 8 The hedge against interest rates among Finnish housing investors (Finnish Landlord 

Association, 2017) 

Figure 9 show the CAP rates of Finnish landlords reported by themselves. The 

biggest part, almost a third of landlord are receiving a gross CAP rate from 3% to 

5%. The second biggest amount, only a little less receives from 5% to 7%. 

Significantly low or high gross CAP rates were relatively rare as the hypothesis of 

the effective market predicts. 23% of landlords do not know or does not have 

calculated the gross CAP rate of their apartments. 
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Figure 9 Gross CAP rates of Finnish housing investors (Finnish Landlord Association, 2017) 

The gross CAP rate in housing investing does not take into account the possible 

leverage ratio. The basic formula of CAP rate is  

𝐶𝐴𝑃 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =  
𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙  𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒

𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
   (1) 

The gross CAP rate used in Finland is modification of the equation 1.  

𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝐶𝐴𝑃 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =  
(𝑅𝑒𝑛𝑡− 𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒)∗ 12

𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒+𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑠+𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑎𝑥
 (7) 

This is similar as we use in our simulation, but this does not take into account the 

leverage either and there are possible renovation fees and the transfer tax included in 

the denominator. In our model, we assumed that market is considered fully effective 

or at least effective enough, which causes that the fees of assumed future renovations 

are actually in prices already. Transfer tax is two percent of the price when one is 

buying the shares of a housing company and four percent when one is buying an 

ownership of real estate (Finnish Tax Administration, 2018a). The transfer tax is a 

tax that every housing investor needs to pay in every transaction, despite of some 

rare special cases. It is obvious that the fees, which are relatively same sized to all, 
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does not need to consider and they do not change the results of the research. Based 

on this assumption, the gross CAP rate in Equation 7 and used in the survey is equal 

that our CAP rate to the non-leveraged investor (Equation 2). 

To simulate the situation in Finnish housing market among housing investors, we 

compose the characteristics of our two hypothetical sample apartments and five 

investor profiles based on the results of this survey and also on the results of the 

survey made by Danske bank (2017).  

4.1 How to simulate 

We calculate the characteristics by using Excel through cases, in which the interest 

rate changes one percentage unit at a time. This show the changes in CAP rates and 

market values and demonstrates the relationship between amortizations and interest 

rate payments. We use the fixed instalment loan formula to get the monthly basis 

amortizations and interest rate payments of the first year of the loan to simulate the 

current situation at the market or a situation, when investor enters to market now. 

Then we sum up these monthly values to get the amounts of the whole year to get 

CAP rates and other characteristics needed. We iterate the maturity of the loan to 

keep the monthly payment stable in every case to simulate the situation when the rent 

stays stable in short run. There are some minor differences in simulated monthly 

payments due to the iteration, but obviously, they do not have significant effect on 

results.  

Housing investment is known as long-term investing and inflation can cause losses 

of income in longer rental contracts. Sophisticated investors usually hedge against 

inflation with annual rental step-ups, percentage clauses or indexed rents. (Young, 

1980). The length of rental contracts in housing investing are not usually measured in 

decades, so also the unsophisticated investors are able to raise their rents to profitable 

levels over time. That means that the rise of rents meets the inflation on average 

quite well, so the inflation rate is not needed to be considered in this study. 

In our simulation, the interest rate payment is the real interest rate, which the 

borrower needs to pay, which basically mean that payment is nominal Euribor rate 
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payment plus the margin of the bank. The assumed margin is one percentage unit. 

So, if the EURIBOR is zero or even negative, the real interest payment is 1% and if 

the EURIBOR is 1%, the real payment is 2% and so on. Because the rents seem to 

stay quite stable (Figure 3), there will be so-called critical point in every fixed 

instalment loan, when the amortization goes near zero and the maturity goes to 

infinity, and the interest rate payments are same sized or even bigger as the as rent. 

The real interest rate 1% represents the current situation at the market in 2018. 

We test the effect of rising interest rates on these two assumptions  

1) CAP rate is constant (Tian, 2017), only the market value changes 

2) The market value is constant, only the CAP rate changes 

Our assumption is that the real effect in the market is somewhere between these two 

assumptions, but it is interesting to compare the results to market behaviour. 

4.1.1 Investor profiles 

We divide investors to these hypothetical profiles, which represents the numbers of 

the survey made by Finnish Landlord Association.  

1) Optimistic novice. Relatively young, very high leverage ratio, has used all 

collaterals and very long maturity. The surveys point out that the biggest part 

of private housing investments is owned by relatively young investors, and 

because of their age, they usually have started their investor career just a 

while ago, which means that they are usually highly leveraged and invested 

only during this season of extremely low interest rates. 

2) Sophisticated novice. Relatively young, high leverage ratio, but has some 

own collateral as a buffer. Leverage ratio 70%, which is usually a required 

minimum set by banks, if the investor has no other collateral. Medium 

maturity. 

3) Risk-averse. Leverage ratio 50%. Relatively short maturity. This represents 

investor, who has been in the market several years or buys apartments for 

investing only with moderate leverage ratio. 
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4) Senior investor. Leverage ratio 25%. This represents investor which has been 

on the market longer than just several years. This kind of situation can also 

occur when the investor owns the non-leveraged apartment, but he or she is 

forced to take a loan for renovation. 

5) In safe. No leverage anymore. The debt has been paid completely, or the 

apartment can be for example an inheritance or bought with cash.  

4.1.2 Sample apartments 

To simulate the realistic market situation, we need to divide Finland to different 

situations. In Helsinki region, the price of our one-room sample apartment is 

200 000€, rent is 900€ and the maintenance charge is 150€. The rest of Finland, 

which can be for example Oulu, Seinäjoki, Vaasa, Jyväskylä or Tampere, the price 

on an average one-room apartment is 100 000€, rent is 600€ and the maintenance 

charge is 150€. Helsinki region’s sample apartment produces 4.5% and the rest of 

Finland’s sample apartment produces 5.4% gross CAP rate which is equal to profit of 

the non-leveraged investor. These values are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 Sample apartments 

 Helsinki region The rest of Finland 

Price 200 000 100 000 

Rent 900 600 

Maintenance/ month 150 150 

Amortization + interest fee 750 450 

Gross CAP rate 4.5% 5.4% 

The chosen numbers and CAP rates caused by them also represents the majority of 

housing investing CAP rates in Finland (Figure 8).  This distribution represents the 

aerial market situation concerning the CAP rates in Finland because it has been 

reported that the CAP rates are lower in Helsinki region than in the rest of the 

country. These numbers seem to also represent the average supply of the apartments 

suitable for investing in the market in 2018. 

There are price differences between these cities, and inside of every city, but the 

purpose of this simulation is not to provide exact numbers to some precise apartment 
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but provide information about the scale of the ongoing phenomenon and also about 

the phenomenon itself. For the same reason, the possible transfer taxes or renovation 

fees are no to be considered because all investors face them almost equal on average. 

We test the CAP rates and market values against one non-rental month in a year and 

the results are provided in Chapter 5.2. 

The peripheric areas are not included in two reasons. Firstly, they can produce very 

high CAP rate measured in percentage units, but it is based only the extraordinarily 

low prices of housing units, which are usually a result of long-lasting and ongoing 

migration from peripheric areas to cities (Official Statistics of Finland, 2018a). 

Secondly, and partly due to the first reason, the housing investing in Finland is 

mainly focused in centres of growth which usually are the university cities. 
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5 RESULTS 

We compose these hypothetical investor profiles with their leverages ratios and 

different possible interest rates in eight tables. Every table include the scenarios of 

1%, 2%, 3% and 4% real interest rate. The table tell that how these one percentage 

unit changes of an interest rates affect to maturity of the loan and to annual 

amortization. In this paper, the annual amortization is assumed to be a net profit of 

leveraged investor and it is the numerator of CAP rate formula. The 1% real interest 

rates represent the present moment (the year 2018), which means that the Euribor 

rate is near zero and only interest payment is the margin payment to the creditor. 

Three lowest rows of tables include Return on Equity, changes in CAP rate and 

market value based on the decline of the annual amortization caused by rising of 

interest rates. The Return on Equity (ROE) measures how much profit the apartment 

generates with the money invested by investor itself. ROE usually increases with the 

leverage ratio, if the investment is already profitable but decreases fast if the 

expenses of liabilities rise, because those expenses decline the annual net income. 

Based on this it is relevant to include ROE in the tables.  

𝑅𝑂𝐸 − % =  
𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙  𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒

𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟′𝑠 𝑜𝑤𝑛 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦
 *100 (8) 

 “Only CAP rate changes” –row is calculated using assumption, that the market value 

stays constant and only the CAP rate of housing investment changes. This row tells 

how the real profit of a leveraged housing investment behaves if the investor does 

not aim to sell it in near future or does not be able or want to change the conditions 

of loan contract with the borrower. On the other words, the realization of interest rate 

risk effect to cash flow only. 

“Only market value changes” –row tell, how valuable the housing investment is to 

investor itself based on the changed value of future cash flow caused by changed 

interest rates if the CAP rate requirement set by investor stays constant. This is also a 

possible price, what the buyer is willing to pay for the housing unit under the 

changed conditions in each case if the CAP rate requirement stays constant and 
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interest rate rises. This represents the situation when the realization of interest rate 

risk effect to market value only. 

These assumptions are arguably, because in Finland rents seem to be stable relative 

to house prices fluctuations (Figure 3), so rising expenses paid by investors cannot 

go straight to rents, instead the amount of amortization decrease.  

5.1 Tables 

Tables 2 and 3 show the numbers of the case of optimistic novice investor with 100% 

leverage ratio. A fully leveraged housing investment seems to be very sensitive to 

changes in interest rates. In Helsinki region’s case, in a way to 1% to 4% interests, 

the maturity lengthens from 25 to 54 years which is 116% increase and market value 

and CAP rates and market value declines almost 85%. In this case, four percent 

interest rate is very close to critical interest rate, where the amortization of a fixed 

instalment loan goes zero, and the interest payments equal to rent. At 4% interest 

rates, which means about 3% Euribor rate, the interest rate payments are significantly 

greater compared to amortization. It is obvious that the interest rate payments 

measured in euros are about four times bigger if the interest rate is 4% than if it is 

1%. It is also logical, that when the asset is fully leveraged, and interest rate rises one 

percentage unit, the CAP rate declines about one percentage unit also. 

In the rest of Finland’s case (Table 3), where the CAP rate requirement is slightly 

better, the fully leveraged housing investment is not as sensitive to interest rate 

changes as an investment with lower original CAP rate. The maturity of the loan 

lengthens from 20.5 years to 33.5 which is 63% increase, and market value and CAP 

rate decline about 67%, but from the investor’s point of view, these values are better 

than in Helsinki region’s case.  In both cases, the psychological milestone when the 

annual interest rate payments exceed the annual amortization is between two and 

three percent interest rates. The ROEs are not calculated in tables 2 and 3 because in 

both cases the investor’s own equity is zero. 
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Table 2 Characteristics of optimistic novice investor in Helsinki Region’s case 

100% leverage in Helsinki region’s case 

Interest rate 1.00 % 2.00 % 3.00 % 4.00 % 

Maturity in years 25.0 29.3 36.4 54.0 

Current market value 200 000 200 000 200 000 200 000 

Amount of loan 200 000 200 000 200 000 200 000 

Amortization per anno 7 077 5 072 3 078 1 067 

Interest rates paid per anno 1 968 3 954 5 958 7 981 

Return on Equity (ROE) - % - % - % - % 

Only CAP rate changes 3.54 % 2.54 % 1.54 % 0.53 % 

Only market value changes 200 000 143 332 86 990 30 139 

Table 3 Characteristics of optimistic novice investor in the rest of Finland’s case 

100% leverage in the rest of Finland’s case 

Interest rate 1.00 % 2.00 % 3.00 % 4.00 % 

Maturity in years 20.5 23 27 33,5 

Current market value 100 000 100 000 100 000 100 000 

Amount of loan 100 000 100 000 100 000 100 000 

Amortization per anno 4 417 3 459 2 442 1 450 

Interest rates paid per anno 980 1 968 2 967 3 974 

Return on Equity (ROE) - % - % - % - % 

Only CAP rate changes 4.42 % 3.46 % 2.44 % 1.45 % 

Only market value changes 100 000 78 313 55 277 32 816 

Tables 4 and 5 show the numbers of a sophisticated novice investor in Helsinki 

region’s case and other areas of Finland. In these cases, the investor uses own money 

to cover the typical 30% demand for own collateral set by the lender. According to 

values of our scenarios, this relatively small decline in leverage ratio gives great 

relief to sensitivity to interest rates changes. When the annual amortization declined 

from 7 077 to 1 067 euros in a fully leveraged scenario, the same effect in 70% 

leverage ratio is 7 593 to 3503 which means 85% versus 54%. In our scenario 

concerning the rest of Finland, the difference is smaller due to higher CAP rate, the 

decline of market value or CAP rate it is about 44%. The increase of maturity is 

significantly lower compared to cases with 100% leverage ratio. In case of 100% 

leverage ratio, the CAP rate declines one percentage unit when the interest rate rises 

one percentage unit. In case of 70% leverage ratio, the decline is approximately 0.70 

percentage units. Interest rate payments exceed the amortization when the interest 
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rate is above three percent in both cases. In the case of the rest of Finland, the ROE is 

excellent and even remains at acceptable levels even if the interest rate rises to four 

percent. In the Helsinki region’s case, the declines are same sized than in the rest of 

Finland’s case, but lower starting level causes that the effect is greater. 

Table 4 Characteristics of sophisticated novice investor in Helsinki region’s case 

70% leverage in Helsinki region’s case 

Interest rate 1.00 % 2.00 % 3.00 % 4.00 % 

Maturity in years 16.8 18.6 20.9 24.2 

Current market value 200 000 200 000 200 000 200 000 

Amount of loan 140 000 140 000 140 000 140 000 

Amortization per anno 7 593 6 277 4 892 3 503 

Return on Equity (ROE) 12.66 % 10.46 % 8.15 % 5.83 % 

Interest rates paid per anno 1 463 2 743 4 133 5 536 

Only CAP rate changes 3.80 % 3.14 % 2.45 % 1.75 % 

Only market value changes 200 000 165 331 128 840 92 256 

Table 5 Characteristics of sophisticated novice investor in the rest of Finland’s case 

70% leverage in the rest of Finland’s case 

Interest rate 1.00 % 2.00 % 3.00 % 4.00 % 

Maturity in years 13,9 15.0 16,4 18,3 

Current market value 100 000 100 000 100 000 100 000 

Amount of loan 70 000 70 000 70 000 70 000 

Amortization per anno 4 718 4 042 3 355 2 649 

Interest rates paid per anno 678 1 363 2 054 2 752 

Return on Equity (ROE) 15.73 % 13.57 % 11.18 % 8.83 % 

Only CAP rate changes 4.72 % 4.04 % 3.36 % 2.65 % 

Only market value changes 100 000 85 685 71 118 56 144 

Tables 6 and 7 illustrate the numbers of a risk-averse investors. The changes of 

values are clearly more stable, and the interest rates fluctuations does seem to not 

cause significant impact to maturity or amortization compared to higher leverage 

ratios. Also, the differences in characteristics between Helsinki region’s case and the 

rest of Finland’s case declines when the leverage ratio declines. The decline of CAP 

rate or a market value is 36% in Helsinki region’s case and 30% in the rest of 

Finland’s case when the interest rate rises from one to four percent. With 50% 

leverage ratio, the rise of one percentage unit in interest rate declines the CAP rate 
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0.50 percentage units. In Helsinki region’s case, the interest rate payments exceed the 

amortization when the interest rate is between four and five percent and in the rest of 

Finland’s case in between five and six percent. The same effect is visible in ROEs 

because they are just two times greater than CAP rates and for the same reason the 

declines of ROEs are just one percentage units when the interest rate rises one 

percentage unit. There are some minor differences caused by iteration and rounding.  

Table 6 Characteristics of risk-averse investor in Helsinki region’s case 

50% leverage in Helsinki region’s case 

Interest rate 1.00 % 2.00 % 3.00 % 4.00 % 

Maturity in years 11.7 12.5 13.5 14.6 

Current market value 200 000 200 000 200 000 200 000 

Amount of loan 100 000 100 000 100 000 100 000 

Amortization per anno 8 097 7 113 6 101 5 148 

Interest rates paid per anno 963 1 935 2 917 3 906 

Return on Equity (ROE) 8.10% 7.11 % 6.10 % 5.15 % 

Only CAP rate changes 4.05 % 3.56 % 3.05 % 2.57 % 

Only market value changes 200 000 175 692 150 690 127 144 

Table 7 Characteristics of risk-averse investor in the rest of Finland’s case 

50% leverage in the rest of Finland’s case 

Interest rate 1.00 % 2.00 % 3.00 % 4.00 % 

Maturity in years 9.7 10.2 10.9 11.6 

Current market value 100 000 100 000 100 000 100 000 

Amount of loan 50 000 50 000 50 000 50 000 

Amortization per anno 4 933 4 464 3 937 3 457 

Interest rates paid per anno 477 959 1 446 1 937 

Return on Equity (ROE) 9.99 % 8.93 % 7.87 % 6.91 % 

Only CAP rate changes 4.93 % 4.46 % 3.94 % 3.46 % 

Only market value changes 100 000 90 481 79 813 70 081 

Table 8 and 9 show the numbers of a senior investor. They are relatively in safe 

against the interest rate fluctuation. There are no significant changes in cash flows, 

maturities, CAP rates or market values in both cases. CAP rate levels and market 

values decline 17% in Helsinki and 14% in the rest of Finland’s case when the 

interest rate rises from 1% to 4%. With 25% leverage ratio, the housing investor 

seems to be in safe from interest rate risk. There are no significant movements in 
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cash flows, market values or maturities compared to higher leverage ratios and. In 

both cases, the leverage does not bring any significant benefit according to ROEs. 

Values are quite close to CAP rates and the rise of interest rates is not cause any 

significant movements.  

Table 8 Characteristics of senior investor in Helsinki region’s case 

25% leverage in Helsinki region’s case 

Interest rate 1.00 % 2.00 % 3.00 % 4.00 % 

Maturity in years 5.7 5.9 6.1 6.3 

Current market value 200 000 200 000 200 000 200 000 

Amount of loan 50 000 50 000 50 000 50 000 

Amortization per anno 8 567 8 065 7 584 7 121 

Interest rates paid per anno 461 926 1 396 1 870 

Return on Equity (ROE) 5.71 % 5.38 % 5.06 % 4.75 % 

Only CAP rate changes 4.28 % 4.03 % 3.79 % 3.56 % 

Only market value changes 200 000 188 280 177 037 166 245 

Table 9 Characteristics of senior investor in the rest of Finland’s case 

25% leverage in the rest of Finland’s case 

Interest rate 1.00 % 2.00 % 3.00 % 4.00 % 

Maturity in years 4.8 4.9 5.0 5.2 

Current market value 100 000 100 000 100 000 100 000 

Amount of loan 25 000 25 000 25 000 25 000 

Amortization per anno 5 110 4 905 4 705 4 413 

Interest rates paid per anno 227 455 686 920 

Return on Equity (ROE) 6.81 % 6.54 % 6.27 % 5.88 % 

Only CAP rate changes 5.11 % 4.91 % 4.70 % 4.41 % 

Only market value changes 100 000 95 994 92 076 86 368 
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Figure 10 demonstrate the dramatic effect on maturity caused by a fixed instalment 

loan, when the interest rate rises, and the investor has 100% leverage ratio in 

Helsinki region’s case. Based on this, the 100% leverage ratio and the maturity of 25 

years are not recommendable because of its high riskiness compared to lower 

leverage ratios. The effect on maturity declines and almost disappears when the 

leverage ratio declines, which is obvious. 

 

Figure 10 Maturity changes in years when the interest rate changes in Helsinki region's case 

Figure 11 demonstrate the same effect in the rest of the Finland’s case and the 

slightly better gross CAP rate and already shorter maturity due of the better CAP rate 

effects, that the maturity of the case of 100% leverage ratio does not lengthen as 

dramatically as in Helsinki region’s case.  
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Figure 11 Maturity changes in years when the interest rate changes in the rest of Finland's case 

Due to characteristics of fixed instalment loan and housing investing, the CAP rate 

behaves just opposite to maturity, so the graph of CAP rates would be just opposite 

to figures 10 and 11. 

5.2 The effect of non-rental months 

The calculations above are made with the assumption that there is no non-rental 

months and the occupation ratio is 100%. With one non-rental month in a year the 

change in CAP rate or market value of the investment is significant. During non-

rental month, the investor need to pay obviously all expenses of an apartment. Of 

course, the amortization is amortization in every case and the results of it do not 

depend on who is going to pay it, but it amortization paid by investor itself needs to 

be considered as a negative cash flow. It is obvious because in a normal rental 

month, the tenant pays it and it is considered as a positive cash flow. One non-rental 
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month per year can occur easily for example when the tenant moves out and next one 

is not easy to find.  

Tables 10 and 11 contain the effects of one non-rental month in a year to CAP rate 

and the market value of the investment to investor itself if the original CAP rate 

calculated with 100% occupation rate is still requested. Tables do not include other 

variables because the maturity of loan or amortization or interest rates paid per year 

does not change due to non-rental months, because the investor is needed to take care 

of all expenses by itself. Values in these tables are calculated by assuming, that the 

decline in cash flow (the real profit, amortization per anno in previous tables) is the 

equivalent amount for one month's rent in both cases. With this assumption, one non-

rental month decreases the gross CAP rate from 4.5% to 4.05% in the Helsinki 

region’s case and from 5.4% to 4.8% in the rest of Finland’s case. Tables 10 and 11 

shows that this same sized decline in CAP rates, 0.45 percentage units in Helsinki 

region’s case and 0.6 percentage units in the rest of Finland’s case, continues in 

every case compared to the full rental year.  

Table 10 The effect of one non-rental month in Helsinki region's case 

The Helsinki region's case, one non-rental month 

 
 

Interest rate 1.00 % 2.00 % 3.00 % 4.00 % 

      

100% leverage ratio CAP rate 3.09 % 2.09% 1.09 % 0.08 % 

 
Market value 174 567 117 989 62 556 4 706 

70% leverage ratio CAP rate 3.35 % 2.69 % 2.00 % 1.30 % 

 
Market value 176 295 141 626 105 135 68 551 

50% leverage ratio CAP rate 3.60 % 3.11 % 2.60 % 2.12 % 

 
Market value 177 771 153 463 128 460 104 925 

25% leverage ratio CAP rate 3.83 % 3.58 % 3.34 % 3.11 % 

  Market value 189 374 176 974 165 079 153 661 
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Table 11 The effect of one non-rental month in the rest of Finland's case 

The rest of Finland's case, one non-rental month 

 
 

Interest rate 1.00 % 2.00 % 3.00 % 4.00 % 

      
100% leverage ratio CAP rate 3.82 % 2.86 % 1.84 % 0.85 % 

 
Market value 86 417 64 731 41 695 19 233 

70% leverage ratio CAP rate 4.12 % 3.44 % 2.76 % 2.05 % 

 
Market value 87 282 72 967 58 400 43 426 

50% leverage ratio CAP rate 4.33 % 3.86 % 3.34 % 2.86 % 

 
Market value 87 838 78 319 67 651 57 919 

25% leverage ratio CAP rate 4.51 % 4.31 % 4.10 % 3.81 % 

  Market value 88 258 84 252 80 334 74 626 
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6 CONCLUSION 

Finnish housing investment market seems to be very diverse in relation to investors 

professionality. Almost one-fourth of Finnish landlords do not know their CAP rate 

and over half of them does not hedge against interest rate risk at all. It is possible that 

majority of this relatively clueless one-fourth or 53% are so-called inframarginal 

landlords (Tian, 2017), but still, the numbers are scary. If something significant 

happens in the market, these groups are the first to face the negative consequences. It 

is possible and even likely that more sophisticated investors are going to benefit from 

the worsened situation of clueless investors if this kind of significant market 

movement is going to occur in someday. 

It is clearly noticeable that the higher CAP rate gives a better hedge to interest rate 

risk. Especially in cases when the maturities are relatively long and leverage ratios 

high, the small differences in CAP rates in the beginning affects a lot to later CAP 

rates, if the interest rate changes. Fully leveraged housing investments seem to be 

very sensitive to interest rate fluctuations and quite risky to investor itself, because 

the real profit declines and maturity lengthen very fast when the interest rate rises. 

When the leverage ratio declines, the effects of interest rate fluctuations decline 

sharply at the same time. According to results of this paper, 100% leverage ratio is 

not recommendable, because the critical season with leverage ratio lasts relatively 

long. Due to nature of a fixed instalment loan, it takes more years that the 100% 

leverage ratio declines to 80% than 70% declines to 50% if the rents are only source 

of amortization. The effect of possible non-rental months is also important to 

consider. 

We assume that when the interest rates do change significantly, that the change is 

measurable in percentage units, the real price movement in the housing market is 

equal that average leverage ratio of all investors predicts in particular areas. It is 

logical, that the effect to market values caused by the rise of interest rates is greatest 

in highly leveraged apartments owned by highly leveraged investors, which usually 

means the new or almost new buildings. The effect might be smaller in the peripheric 

areas and larger apartments, which are bought as a home to itself. 
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A possible strategy to avoid interest rate risk in cash flows would be for example ten 

or 15-year bullet loan with a fixed interest rate and 70% leverage ratio. In this case, 

there is no significant interest rate risk in cash flows and the cash flows are also 

liquid immediately, which is an advantage compared to a normal fixed instalment 

loan. There is still interest rate risk in market value, but ten or 15 years is enough 

time to sell the apartment, when the price happens to be reasonable, or save and 

invest the accumulated cash flows as a hedge against the decline of the market value. 

It might be also possible to refinance the apartment before the bullet loans reach the 

maturity. Also, the very good ROE of 70% leverage ratio attracts to invest in this 

way. This strategy is close to investing in bonds, but the advantages of leverage are 

provided better than common housing investing with a fixed instalment loan.  

A possible inspiration for future studies may be to collect more data and investigate 

more cases and draw three-dimensional surface about the maturities, amortizations, 

CAP rates and other effects and variables. These three-dimensional graphs would 

work as a visual guideline to investors to illustrate the interest rate risks better. 

Another interesting topic would be to calculate the price-rent -ratios in Helsinki 

region and other big cities in Finland and to find out, if there is some kind of a 

bubble among one-room apartments and how big is the difference measured by 

price-rent ratio between one-room, two-rooms and three-rooms apartments. 
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